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Introduction

Learning Objectives
DATA-CENTRIC APPROACH
§ Identify the importance of bringing data at the center to realize the new possible
EASY INTEGRATION
§ Integrate legacy systems in a single platform
AWP
§ Implement Advanced Work Packaging in your business
LEARN FROM OUR EXPERIENCE
§ Envision improvements for your daily activities, with a session intended to give
you “food for thoughts”

Who we are

§ Since i started 17 Years ago as a Plant 3d
Modeler, always involved in innovation and
new technology for Saipem.

§ An explorer and proud Autodesker since
2008, looking always towards the future for
new challenges and learnings!

§ As Data and Application Manager tries to
facilitate Saipem E&C OFFShore in follow
the road toward a Data Driven Company.

§ As Principal Solution Architect in Autodesk
CSO, works on projects worldwide, covering
different industries.

§ Early mover on Forge, create the first MVP
(presented at AU) in 2017.

§ Has been adopting and evangelizing Forge
since the very beginning. He is continuously
looking to stand at his customers side
during their Digital Transformation journey.

SAIPEM

SAIPEM AT A GLANCE
We are a Global Solution Provider.
We are leaders in engineering and drilling
activities, and in the completion of great
projects in the energy and infrastructure sectors.

We are a “One Company”
organized in five business
divisions:

A company with distinctive skills and competences
and high-tech assets, capable of identifying
and developing multiple solutions to satisfy
clients’ needs.

§ XSIGHT

Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange, we are present
in 72 countries worldwide and we have more than
34,000 employees of 122 different nationalities.

70+

>35,000

COUNTRIES
WHERE
WE OPERATE

EMPLOYEES

122

FROM
DIFFERENT
NATIONALITIES

Project Definition Services

§ OFFSHORE E&C
Engineering & Construction

§ ONSHORE E&C
Engineering & Construction

§ OFFSHORE DRILLING
§ ONSHORE DRILLING

SAIPEM E&C OFFSHORE DIVISION

A sea of opportunities

We are Saipem’s E&C Offshore division
and we have an extraordinary DNA.
We are an offshore global solution provider,
delivering great projects in the energy and
infrastructure sectors, all over the world.
Water for us has no limits. Through technology,
innovation and management of our distinctive
assets, we have the know-how to support
our clients throughout the entire project cycle.

OUR PILLARS

SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS

HEALTH
& SAFETY

INNOVATION

SAIPEM JOURNEY TO
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Digital@Saipem in 2019…
Large but scattered
initiatives portfolio
Few initiatives implemented
@scale – above PoC phase
Cost-driven approach applied
for initiatives estimation
Limited orchestration
impacting time to scale
Few resources fully dedicated
to digital transformation

...with a strong ambition
Define a clear 3-5 years
Digital Roadmap
Identify key technologies
to leverage in the future
Speed-up the cultural
change

... bringing cross-divisional
business benefits
In 2020 Saipem started a
Digital Transformation
Program, composed by
several clusters of activity

Among others, EPC
Integration Model is
focused on integrating &
simplifying existing EPC
digital tools…

Increase visibility
and transparency

Improve
collaboration

Enable
flexibility

Enable real-time
monitoring

Maximize process
efficiency

Reduce costs and
minimize errors

Saipem offshore wants to
adopt AWP methodology to
improve project productivity
and address pain points:
• Effort to maintain a construction-driven
approach along project execution
• Difficulties to associate material and
documents planning & availability to
fabrication
• Limited visibility on ongoing and completed
activities or issues along EPC & their root
causes
• Limited leverage of 3D model and 4D
simulations
to organize and control construction
activities

…moreover, the interest of EPC
industry in AWP methodology is
growing, also for O&G offshore
Expert
view

Construction Industry Institute mentions a
25% increase in field productivity and a 10%
reduction in total as-fabricated costs

EPC
players

Other EPC companies have implemented
AWP in almost all their projects as one of
the bases of their project execution

Client
demand

Key clients demand to work following AWP
methodology to be more data driven and
increase efficiency

Need to increase EPC collaboration and
information visibility for a stronger
construction planning & control

Don’t wait for the
technology to come to you
L.Ursini Head of EPC Integration Dpt. @Saipem

EPC Integration Model improves collaboration & process
efficiency through a digital platform to host many Use
Cases, all sharing same data
Defined 3 building blocks to integrate data
and enable collaboration …
Other Use
Cases

AWP Use Case

… that lead to business and
technological competitive advantages

Other future
use cases

Collaboration
layer

Data Flow

Collaboration layer
Data platform

Data
platform

Integration layer

Integration
layer
Primavera®

ERP Eng systems Document
Other Excel® files
Fab &
(SAP®) & 3D model
Mngt.
Complet. sources
Systems
systems

§ Enabling fruition and visualization of new
digital solution
§ Facilitating planning, monitoring, the
decisions making process
§ Enhancing collaboration and sharing
through the usage of a cross division data
platform
§ Facilitating implementation and scale-up
of new initiatives
§ Enabling integration of automatized data
flows from legacy systems and external
systems

AUTODESK CONSULTING
TRANSFORMATION SERVICES

Direct
Work directly with Autodesk to co-solve
today’s biggest design & make challenges

DRIVING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Advisory & Implementation Services
offer flexible access to the full-breadth
of the Autodesk Consulting practice

© 2021 Autodesk, Inc.

Flexible
Draw from our global team with expertise
across products, industries, and markets

Easy
Easily schedule stand-ready consultants
without amending or creating new contracts

Innovative

SUCCESSFUL
TRANSFORMATION

SUCCESSFUL
TRANSFORMATIONKey

Characteristics

Agile

Holistic

What kind of partnerships do you need
to drive successful transformation?

ADVISORY SERVICES
Assess

Evaluate your current transformation
strategy, processes, practices, and
plans for implementation

Shape

Refine or define a strategy based
on your business requirements and
informed by Autodesk insight

Design

Define architecture from business,
data, application, infrastructure,
and integration perspectives

Validate*

Verify workflow automation,
application integration, data
connection, and API feasibility

Plan

Create a path to develop, integrate,
and deploy the solution with
visibility of key dependencies

*Not available for MAKE technology

¹Development
environment
only
© 2021
Autodesk,
Inc.

IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES
Plan

Schedule, budget, and plan
implementation activities in detail

Define

Define and document solution
processes and workflows

Configure*

Adjust settings of standard
software and configure content

Develop*¹
Sprint-based development
using public APIs
Deploy

Install or upgrade Autodesk
technology in the solution

Train

Train key users and project
teams on the new solution

Support

Analyze and troubleshoot
implementation related issues

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

AWP solution perimeter for current solution

E2E Integrated Planning

Construction Workfront

Construction Monitoring

Ease AWP hierarchy build-up,
enrichment (materials, drawings, data)
and visibility to support Integrated
Planning along project phases

Enhance Construction feasibility
management by enablers status (e.g.,
materials and document) visibility &
forecasts

Improve Construction management
and decision making during the
execution phases, enabling “what-if”
scenarios definition

Collaboration & Data platform

AWP Planning & Definition
Solution overview
Ensure consistent initialization and definition
of CWA / CWP / EWP packages to support EPC
teams with an Integrated Planning along
project phases leveraging enhanced visibility
through visual user-friendly interfaces and 3D
views

Enabled capabilities

§ Monitor AWP Tree (CWA à CWP à EWP) definition and sequences
availing of synchronized plan with Primavera®
§ Verify association of engineering documents to CWPS by means of EWP
to ensure consistent planning of engineering activities & deliverables
§ Verify association of incorporated materials to CWPS by Smart Objects
links to CWPs to enable Workfront Analysis
§ Monitor through dashboards and 3D/4D models the consistency and
effectiveness of EPC planning and CWP sequences

Main expected benefits
§ Increase consistency in work-packages definition thanks to clear and
visible association between materials and documents
§ Reduce misalignment in EPC planning due to improved visibility and
verification of congruence with construction predecessors /enablers
§ Improve execution through a user-friendly interface that enables detailed
monitoring on each phase of the project and early issue detection

Solution Overview

Work Front Analysis (WFA) on materials & documents
Solution overview
Enhanced construction feasibility
management through advanced status
visibility (e.g., materials and document)
Eased possibility to intercept potential issues
in materials & docs. planning and preparation
through dedicated dashboards, 3D and 4D
visualizations from different perspectives

Enabled capabilities
§ Run advanced algorithms to compare required materials with their
supply chain/delivery plans & forecasts
§ Continuous verification of availability in time of selected deliverables
required by each CWP with proper issue status
§ Overview of combined construction feasibility through dashboards and
3D/4D models for planned and forecast dates

Main expected benefits
§ Reduce risk of disruptions during planning & execution due to
possibility to monitor constantly material/documents availability
§ Improve information visibility of construction feasibility (materials and
engineering doc.) thanks to integrated dashboards and 3D model
§ Reduce time and effort required in root-cause analysis and immediate
identification of missing materials & documents at very detailed level
(e.g., material code, doc number)

WFA on Materials & Doc

FINAL THOUGHTS

we know the way…we just want to make it
better...
AWP
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